Broadcast Prayer Vigil for the Economy,
Join New York Heartfriends on Tuesdays, 5:00-7:00 pm MDT

Participate in special **Tuesday broadcast services** with heartfriends from New York and around the nation. We are holding the vision for our worldwide economy. **Prayer Vigil for the Divine Economies of America and All Nations** has been happening weekly for almost four years. And your presence will make all the difference! Tune in from The Hearts Center homepage.

Beloved El Morya has said, “Without a divine economy it is difficult for a nation to survive and for freedom to manifest in all realms.” (Oct. 30, 2010). The masters have also said, “The divine economy already exists in heaven. Our responsibility and job is to draw it forth in the world of form in our lives.”

For an in-depth understanding of what a divine economy looks like, read and/or listen to David’s discourse, inspired by *El Morya and Saint Germain, delivered Sept. 13, 2013*. And hear or read the entirety of El Morya’s *Oct. 30, 2010 HeartStream*. In this delivery, El Morya intimates that America's new economy can be a divine economy. And we see this for every country in the world.

So that’s **Tuesdays from 5:00 to 7:00 pm MDT**. Much personal and collective karma can be balanced as we invest our energies in this vitally important work with the heavenly host. Contact friends@heartscenter.org with any questions regarding the vigil.

May the blessings of the Cross of Resurrection be upon you! We thank you!

Sincerely, I am,

*Wallace Tulloch*
for the Divine Economy Team